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AGIUCULT'Ji.,.E A.ND LAND USE AS AFFECTED BY 
Sl.'B.IP MINING OF COAL IN EASTERN OHIO 
L. H. Moore and R. c. Headington Jj 
This stud:,r was made to determine the influence which strip m1mng of 
coaJ may have on agriculture and other land uses in eastern Ohio. Informa-
tion is needed to determine the probable future expansion of strip mining; 
how much area will eventu;:.,Jly be torn up and how much additional land ad-
jacPnt to the strip mines will be affected, Will sufficient land be dis-
turbed to Lave a permanently depressing influence on the economic and 
social welfare of rural conununi ties? How can these lands be best utilized 
after the mining operations are completed? Can strip-mine lands be re-
claimed and fitted for some economic use and at what cost? Questions such 
as tLe above need to be weighed at.:ainst tLe fact that strip mining converts 
a n::;tural resource into a large amount of usable wealth and provides employ-
ment during the continuance of operations. 
Durin£ the year 1913 and shortly thereafter strip mining of coal was 
ineHguratc:d on a comrrcrcic;l scale in several Ohio counties. ·where the over-
burd~;n of earth was onl~· a f<''W feet dcc;p it was found that steam shovels 
coCLld recover the coal clluapc:r and faster than the conventional process of 
drifting nn <.:ntr;y into the side of a hill or sinking a shaft to the vein 
of coal~ 
In the process of strip mlnlng tLc overburden of earth is removed from 
the seam of coal or otLcr mineral and deposited to one side. This is accom-
plish8d b;y means of po1--:cr cc;uipmcnt, usually shovels operated by steam, in-
tcrr...eJ.-comoustion e:ngincs, or electricity. The largest electric shovels 
op0:r;1tcd in eastern Ohio have a 90 foot boom and can remove up to 70 feet 
o1· mur •. : of overburden cutting a furrow 2bout 75 feet wide. Starting on a 
slo:·.:· wbu·c· the coCJ.l outcrops or is ncar the surfece, a shovel works back 
and forth on 2 hillside until thE: ovcrburdon becomc;s too thick for profit-
eL;lu opc;r?tion; or, if tLc coal vein is not too deep an entir8 hilltop may be 
mined out but this is th<j exception rather than the rule for it often occurs 
on hi11y tt_,rr:•in thfLt only one, two or thrc:;e cuts can be made profitably. 
y--;rhe autl:oi·s cxy1rcss ·-thd.r appreciation to the following people: the 
County c-•gt'.nts, County off.'ici:J.ls, County A.C.P. staffs, and Conserva-
tion . C6mm1l;ion cfr'icic:ls in the a.r(:.e studied for valuable advice, 
t3::oist.•ncc, <mC. coopcr;::tion in this study; Fr. R. R. Paton, Dept. of 
Forc.::try, Ohio Ex;:>.:rim•"nt St<:d,ion, for i!ssistance in the field and 
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In contrast, an occasional gentl~r rolling or level area is strip mined 
in a solid block. Typically, eastern Ohio strip--mine operations recover 
the coal from about one-fourth of the land area of individual tracts,the 
remaining area either being below the coal or having too much overburden 
above the coal for profitable strip mining. More land is ruined for 
agricultural use than is strip mined; spoil banks and mine pits combined 
occupy about one-third of the area of the typical tracts. As a general 
rule, under prevailing mathods, about 13 feet of overburden can be re-
moved profitably to strip mine one foot of coal. Of course this varies 
with the character of the overburden but in general few coal seams in 
Ohio are sufficiently thick to encourae,e strip mining at present to a 
depth of more than 65 feet; i.e. five feet of coal. 
Disposal of the overburden is a problem in strip mining because the 
volume of earth when excavated is so much greater than the original volume.· 
As a result the spoil banks cover more than the surface actually mined. 
When large shovels are used to capacity the spoil-bank ridges may stand 20 
to 30 feet or more higher than the original terrain and the slopes will be 
as steep as the earth will stick. This means that the sides of spoil banks 
have a slope ranc;ing from /+0 to 100 percent with an average of about 60 per-
cent. 1/ Future use of spoil banks is limited by the steepness of these 
slopes even if other limiting factors were not present, On urunined land a 
30 to 40 percent slope is considered very steep for pasture, in fact too 
steep to \:Vork over profitably with any kind of implements for pasture im-
provement or maintenance. 
A completed strip-mine operation leaves the earth as if furrowed by a 
huge plow which has turned the earth upside down to a depth of 10 to 70 feet 
leaving a final furrow, 11 the pit," on the unmined side of which stands a 
vertical precipice called the "high bank." 
. A.sim:ple illustration of a fairly typical eestern Ohio strip mine is 
g1ven 1n F1gure 1, page 3. 
Before taking up further description of the physical features and uses 
of strip-mined lands it is desirable to present some information on the 
past, present, and probB.ble future extent of strip-mining operations. 
The Extent of StriR Mining in Ohio 
At some time or other in the past 26 years, ,coal has been strip mined 
on a co:nmerciP.l scale in 24 Ohio counties. Of all coal mined in Ohio by all 
methods, 19 percent was strip mined in 1939 as contrasted with 15 percent in 
1927, - the next highest year, 8 percent in 1920 and less than one percent 
in 1914. Production has fluctuated widely from year to year, but the trend 
since 1934 indicates an expc;,nsion in strip mining both in total production 
and in relation to other methods of mining, Table 11 page 4. An estimated 
9,000 acres of Ohio coal have been mined by the stripping method. Approx-
imately 700 acre::s were stripped in 1939. 
Y On a 100 P'Jrc(::nt slope, <' vertical rise of 100 feet is associated with 
100 feet of chnnge in horizontal diste>nce; e 50 percent slope has a 
vertical rist: of one hundred f.;;ct for each 200 feet of change in 
horizontal~ distance. 
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F'IGURE 1.- CROSS-SEC'l'ION OF AN ABANDONED STRIP MINE. 
Note: Under usual circumstances, 13 feet of 
ove1~urden can be removed profitably to mine 
one foot of coal. Because few coal veins in 
eastern Ohio exceed 5 feet in thickness it is 
exceptional to find more than 65 feet of over-
burden removed by strip mining. Disposal of 
a greater depth of material is difficult. 
After the strip mine is abandoned, the pit, 
formed by the last cut, often fills with water 
making a long narrow lake which may be stocked 
successfully with fish, provided that the 
water is not toxic with minersls. 
Table 1.- SUMiv1ALY OF STHIP-COAL l'tG;HJG IN OHIO, 1914-1939 
----·-- --------------------------------------------- --------------. E----cr-l,rur:iber of Average Number of Strip-Coal Percentage of ~stimate 
Year Strip Number of Counties Production '.I'otal Produc- Acres 
Mines Employees Il.eporting (tons) tion of Ohio Mined ?) 
1/ 11 Strip-Coal Coal 
-------------·-·--··-- --- K:!:_r.~~~-----------·-----·----------------------
1914 2 l41,M+6 0,8 26 
1915 2 291,734 l.J 53 
1916 J 533,153 1.5 97 
1917 ll 1,225,967 3.0 223 
1918 1819 10 2, 798,921, 5.7 509 
1919 1608 9 1,848,445 5.3 336 
1920 2410 ll 3,658,773 8.1 665 
1921 1541 11 1,460,092 4. 5 265 
1922 44 2319 9 3,121,173 11 • .3 567 
1923 48 2409 7 2,944,686 7,2 535 
1924 38 1512 10 2,407,935 8,0 438 
1925 Jl 1266 0 2,o01,379 9.1. 473 / 
1926 17 1306 9 2,465,308 8,8 448 
1927 1214 9 2,386,879 15.1 434 
1928 684 6 2,036,999 13.9 370 
1929 739 7 1,779,147 7,7 323 
1930 20 443 8 1,154,939 5,2 210 
1931 319 10 949,745 4.7 173 
1932 16 277 6 790,739 5.6 144 
1933 30 394 13 1,008,599 5.1 183 
1934 36 733 14 1,141,453 5,6 208 
1935 41+ 935 14 2,05!.1, 781 9.7 374 
1936 59 923 lb 2,342,000 10,0 426 
1937 65 80? 15 2,236,490 9.1 407 
1938 76 848 17 2,399,390 13 .. 1 1d6 
1939 99 18 3,759,!+82 19.1 684 
Source: Ohio Department of Industrial Relations. 
11 Data not available for years not shown, 
?) Based on an estimated average recovery of 5,500 tons of coal per acre. 
The counties which le:ad in 1939 in the production of coal by strip 
mining are as follows, the highest first: Jefferson, Harrison, Stark, 
Columbiana, IJ:ahoning, Tuscarawas, and Carro:Ll. Jefterson produced 
5. 
1,242,31.8 tons, one-third o1' all coal strip mined in Ohio in 1939; Harrison, 
one-half as much as Jefferson; Carroll, the seventh county, produced 117,0b4 
tons. Ten percent of the total was produced in 11 other counties. 
In brief, the concentration of strip mining is in the seven above men-
tioned counties which constitute a solid block of territory. Recent expan-
sion in production is greatest in Stc:;rk, Columbiana, Mahoning and Tuscarawas. 
As is indicated in Table 1, the number of strip mines in operation has 
been increasing in recent years; 99 in 1939 as compared with only 16 in 1932, 
and 44 in 1922. The nmnber of persons employed in strip mining is relatively 
small, averaging less than 1,000 each year since 1927. Strip-mine production 
of coal in individual counties, by years, is shown in aprendix A. 
'I'BE: ARrJA OViiJED AND IEAS~~D FOR II!INING PURPOSES 
An important question is - how much area will eventually be strip mined? 
If the area is very limited no great concern need be felt about the eventual 
effects on the communities where the land is being torn up. On the other 
hand, if strip-mined lands l".ri.ll eventually constitute large blocks of terri-
tory, it is desirable to inquire where and how much area will be affected? 
With the above thout,ht in mind, an attemrt has been made in this study to 
determine the area owned and leased for mining purposes in the six counties 
where strip mining is most important, 
Prevailing practices as to property--right arrangements for coal mlnlng 
<"rtc of three kinds: (1) Tr,e company or persons may purchase the land in 
fef, simple; (2) The coal alone may be purchased and the surface rights not 
transferrEd; (J) A royalty of an agreed sum, usually designated in cents per 
ton, may be paid as tbc coal is mined according to the terms of a lease. In 
Harrison and Jefferson counties the most frequent practice is purchase in fee 
simple by the:- mining comrany when th8 coal is to be strirped, In all other 
counties, with the possible exception of Tuscaravras strip mining is nearly 
always on a royalty basis, r:rosumably because the strippable coal is usually 
mined in small blocks and because the unsteady v·:.cins of coal may not produce 
according to preliminary c:xr:cctations, Separately-owned mineral rights 
apply almost cntir.,ly to land wLcn~ the coal is s':~curcd by sbaft or drift 
mining rather than by stripring, it being rccogniz,_,d that the stripping 
Drocess practically terminates the use of the SLlrface: for all conventional 
uses whereas other methods of mining have only a minor influence on the 
surface of the land. 
The location of strip mining is so inextricably mixed with other modes 
of mining in most areas that the effects of one cannot be distinctly separa-
ted from the effects of the other, The point is illustrated by the maps, 
which have been prepared to show the location of strip-mine leases, and other 
lands leased and owned by mining companies. It is impossible to determine 
whether lands owned by mining companies will be stripped or deep mined. 
6. 
In the six counties, Harrison, Jefferson, Columbiana, Stark, Mahoning 
and Tuscarawas, a total of more than 20,000 acres have been leased for 
strip mining in the past twenty years as compared with 66_,000 acres leased 
for drift or shaft mining, Over 41,000 acres are now owned in fee simple 
by coal mining companies, In addition to the above acreage, separately-
owned mineral rights covered 130,000 acres of coal in 1935 as compared with 
150,000 acres in 1925. 
All told, coal mining operations have been contemplated on or under 
250,000 acres in these six counties in the past 20 years, This is approxi-
mately 1.3 percent of the total land area of these counties. Leases alone 
for strip mining purposes cover one percent of the land area and land pur-
chased in fee simple for strir mining an estimated additional one percent. 
Table 2.- LAND mil\ED AND LEASED FOR COAL MINING PUHPOSES IN 
SIX EASTERN OHIO COUNTIES 
Strip- Deep- Separately-owned 
Columbiana 
Harrison 
Jefferson 
l!lahoning 
Stark 
Tuscarawas 
Owned mine mine mineral rights 
(acres) leases leases (acres) 
_____ j..§:~:re ~l ___ l ac~s) ----~-------
3,785 
18,250 ;V 
14,157 
65 
1,509 
~-, 030 ?/ 
4,272 
3,855 
5,74.4 
2,021 
3,199 
1,573 
20,110 
;V 2,831 
25,764 
10,?38 
3,4/+9 
3,99'7 
12,'716 
;V 30,059 ;V 
65,230 
·~~~~ Y. 
-;<~*' 'J/ 
14,583 
---------
Total 41,796 20,664 66,889 122,588 
Total 
(acres) 
40,89.3 
54,995 
110,895 
12,824 
8,157 
24,183 
------
251,937 
;V In three townships which c-ontain ncE;i·ly~-iist,rip mines in Harrison 
County; in the entire county separately-owned mineral rights ap~:>lied 
to 36,984 acres in 1935. ?/ Estimatrod, 
')/ ;;one listed for taxation. 
Source: Public records. 
Only about one-fourth of the area of the average tract is strip mined. 
On the assumption that this proportion 1JIIOuld hold on CJll lands ovmed or 
1eas::::d for stripping in the six cour t:Les, eventually an estimated minimum 
of 13,000 and a maximum of 18,000 acres will be strip mined, of which 7,800 
acres have already befm mined out in the six counties. 
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FIGUHE 2.-
1,000 acres leased for strip mining. 
1,000 acres leased for deep mining. 
1',000 acres owned by coal companies. 
1, 000 acres separ2tcly--owned mineral rights. 
GENE!,AL LOCATION OF L;JmS u:,n=,D OH LEASED FOR COAL MINING 
PURPOSES IN SIX EAS'I'ErJ~ OHIO COUNTIES. 
Data covers three eastern townships only in Harrison County. 
See Figures J to 7 for actual location of tracts in individual 
counties. 
Source: Public Records. 
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FIGUR.E 8.- LOCATION OF STRIP-MINE SPOIL BANKS, SEVEN EASTERN OHIO 
COUNTIES, 1940. 
Note: Observe that strip r:1ining in eastern Ohio can be separated roughly into 
three fields. (1) The Harrison-Jefferson field is the most extensive 
contiguous area and contains the greatest con,eentration of striP-mine 
operations. (2) The Tuscarawas - Stark and (3) the Columbiana-
J':[ahoning areas represent lesser developments scattered over an exten-
sive territory. 
The Effect of Strip Mining on the Tax Base 
Because strip-mined land is often redu~d to virtual waste, it is 
reasonable to suppose that when the coal is once removed the land will 
either become tax delinquent or will be practically negligible in the 
support of government. Such circumstances have not developed seriously 
so far. It is true that some mined-out lands have been sold for taxes 
and others are tax delinquent; but in general, tax delinquency is no more 
serious in those townships where much strip mining has been done than in 
surrounding townships where little or none exists. The following reasons 
are given in explanation: (1) Only a part of the average tract is actually 
torn up. The remaining part of the land surface may possess value for 
various uses. (2) In a great many cases a part of the same coal vein or a 
deeper one is being held and will be mined later by other methods. Under 
these circumstances the taxes are usually paid on the land. Also, oil and 
gas leases on some lands, or the prospects for such developments, encourage 
the payment of taxes. (3) So long as mining operations are uncompleted in 
a neighborhood, company-owned lands usually have the taxes paid up as a 
matter of policy. 
To use a specific illustration, 17 percent of the rural land in Jeffer-
son County has been tax delinquent four or more years (1935 to 1938 inclusive). 
In Wayne township, which is thr:; center of etrip mining, only 11 percent has 
remained delinquent during the same period; and only one-half the 11 percent 
is strip-mined land, the remainder being land which is neither owned nor 
leased for strip mining nor has any spoil banks from prflvious operations. 
Likewise, three reasons explain why the tax base in strip-mine areas 
has not declined as fast as may have been anticipated: 
(1) Tax officials so far (in some counties) have vigorously opposed 
reduction in the tax valuation of strip-mined lands. 
(2) Some of the wealth produced by strip mini~ is converted into 
real estate improvements in the same ta~ district or even 
on the same tract of land. Some outside wealth is also conver-
ted into buildings on strip-mined tracts. 
(3) :rn no taxing district has the land been completely mined oat so 
that the full impact of the eventual loss in tax valuations has 
not been felt to date. 
Although tax delinquency of coal lands is not generally serious, it 
is desirable to point out how much does exist; this is done in Table 3, page 
15, which shows the extent of tax delinquency on coal lands in selected 
townships of Harrison1 Jefferson and Columbiana counties. 
Year 
1938 
1936 
1929 
1924 
Table .3.- REAL ES'IA'l'E TAX DELINQU:f;NCY ON COAL LANTIS IN SAY.PLE TOWNSHIPS, 
H.ARLISOi\, JEFFE.E.SON, I<Im COLW,fBIANA COUtiTIES, SELECT:C~D Yf..ARS. 
Germsn, Green, Shortcreek 
Tow-nships; Harrison County 
Smithfield, Wa;rne, Cross creek 
Tm"'T.ships; Jefferson County Genter, Washington., . Franklin, Yellow Creek Townsnlps; 
Columbiana County 2/ 
Surface 1( Iviinerals ?J. Surface 1( Minerals y Surface l( Min~r9-ls y 
(Acres) (Delln- (Acres) (Delli~ (Acres) (Delln- (Acres) (Delln- (Acres)(De!in- (Acres) ~Delln-
457 
486 
4,893 
2,180 
quency) queng) quency) quency) quency) quenGy) 
::t2,421 
2,344 
4,764 
2,689 
634 
560 
4,146 
$1,482 
1,000 
881 
2,063 
2,389 
1,127 
419 
;!t.l,l30 
2,195 
1,210 
227 
29 
225 
87 
$56 
414 
189 
1,035 $10,190 8,302 $23,421 
1/ Where the land is owned in fee simple. 
?) Separa<,ely-ovmed mineral right[ • 
2/ Includes land and buildings owned by clay companies who also mine coal. 
Note: \¥ith the levival of business since 1935, the tax delinquency 
?n coal lands has been reduced to an aL~ost negligible quantity 
ln Harrison County; in Jefferson - the reduction is slight; in 
Col~~biana, important developments in strip mining are so recent 
that no significant comparisons can be made. The total amount 
of delinquency given in Table 3 includes delinquency, penalties 
and interest. 
....... 
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The Tax Valuation of Coal Lands 
The tax valuation of specific tracts of coal lands now held for 
mining purposes by companies and individuals was traced from 1918 to 
1937_; the purpose being to obtain some measurement of the effect of 
depletion of coal reserves on the tax base, (Table 4). The areas so 
selected were in those townships where strip mining is concentrated. 
Table 4~- TREND IN 'l'HE TAX VALUATION OF SELECTED COAL LAND y 
CQ1tiJlAEED "HTH THE TR:JJD OF ALL RURAL R~:,AL ESTATE IN 
HAIIRISON AND JEF.t•'EHSON COUNTIES 
Average valuation in dollars per acre - land and buildings 
Area 1937 1931 19:25 1918 
Harrison County: 
All rural real estate 32.44 38.21 56.20 45.04 
Coal lands ?} 39.13 44.20 97.77 83.26 
Jefferson County: 
All rural real estate b5.29 81.69 120.53 75.43 
Coal lands 2./ 32.25 32.98 58.82 83.98 
Y Located in six townships where strip mining is concentrated. 
?} A total of 10,782 acres owned for coal mining purposes in German, 
Green and Shortcreek townships. 
16. 
J/ A total of 9,240 acres owned for coal mining purposes in Cross Creek, 
Smithfield and Wayne townships. 
It is the usual practice in mining areas to increase the tax valuation 
of lands once coal mining operations establish the fact that valuable coal 
is present. This results in a temporary increase in the tax base which is 
subsequently reduced as the coal is mined out over a period of time. 
The average tax valua.tion of specific tracts of coal lands in Harrison 
County declined from $83,26 per acre in 1918 to :it39.13 in 1937, a 53 percent 
loss as compared w:i.th a 28 percent loss on all rural real estate in the 
county. A similar comparison in Jefferson County indicated a loss of 62 
percent in the valuation of the coal lands as compared with a 13 percent 
loss on all rural real estate in the county, In the same period the tax 
va.luation of all rural real estate in Ohio declined 15 percent, a trend 
inflw;;nced by economic conditions in gem;ral. 
The above conrc;arisons and the figures in Table 4 indicate that the tax 
valuations of coal lands have been reduced more rapidly than have valuations 
of otter r(sal estate. The differEnce, it may be inferred, is due to the 
depletion of the coal which in the course of another quarter century will 
prob;:;bly be nearing exhaustion in the areas where strip mining is now 
concentrated. 
17. 
PRESENT UTILIZATION Of STRIP-MINED TRP.CTS OF LAND 
After a tract of land has been strip mined its use may be modified 
in several ways. To illustrate: 
(1) Occasionally so little land in a tract is actually torn up that 
the use of the remaining land is unchanged. Under such circum-
stances a full-time farm remains a full-time farm. 
(2) In some cases enough cropland or pasture either will be destroyed 
or so isolated from the farm buildings that the tract is reduced 
to the status of a part-time farm. 
(3) Frequently, very little usable land is left unmined and the only 
use that is made of the tract is occupancy of the buildings by 
persons employed elsewhere. 
(4) In still other cases the land is left in such condition that it 
is completely abandoned. 
(5) In a few cases lands have been reforested. 
This general pattern is sometimes modified by tbe fact that a strip-
mined tract is occasionally consolidated with an adjoining farm. In still 
other instances, where the unmined portions are conveniently located they 
may be broken up into small tracts and used as building sites or part-time 
farms. In a few cases where fishing and other recreational facilities may 
be developed, strip-mined lands are being acquired by sportsmen's clubs. 
Seventy~six holdings of strip-mined lands were studied in an effort to 
learn something of the effect of strip mining upon land utilization in those 
cases where human occupancy continues. The holdings studied ranged in size 
from about one to 1,000 acres. The circumstances of land use and occupation 
of the various residents make up a rough cross-section of conditions which 
generally prevail in these strip-mined areas. 
The Harrison-Jefferson strip-mine area can be considered on the whole 
as a single contiguous region having essentially the same physical features. 
However, it so happened that most of the larger tracts of land studied were 
located in Harrison County which explains why in Table 5, the average hold-
ing in Harrison was 175 acres as compared with only 81 acres in Jefferson 
County. Part-time farming is important in both counties; however, most 
emplo~ent opportunities~ exclud1ng mining, are to be found in the towns 
along the Oh10 River, Tnus, it may be inl'erred that a gr•,;ater demand for 
small and medium size tracts would probably exist n~,arer tl'£se towns and in 
Jefferson county rather than in Harrison county. 
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Table 5.- LAND UTILIZATION AND OTHER FACTOHS FcELATED TO THE OCCUPANCY 
OF SEVENTY-SIX l'fci,CTS OF LAND AFFECTED BY STRIP MINING IN 
COLill.J3IANA, HJIREISON AND JEFFEP..SON COUNTIES, 1940 
-----··--------------
Columbiana Harrison Total 
---·-· ------------'"·--------~----· 
Jef.ferson 
Number of tracts 21 24 31 76 
Average size of tracts (acres) 78 175 81 110 
Total area (acres) 1, 634 4,190 2,510 8,334 
Area not strip mined (acres) 1,372 3,292 1,978 6,642 
Area strip rr.ined (acres) 262 898 532 1,692 
Fercentage of area strip mined 16 21 21 20 
Use of Urunined area: 
Cropland (acres) 798 692 469 1,959 
Open land pasture (acres) 48b 2,164 941 3,591 
Brush and timber (acres) 55 198 53 306 
Waste (acres) 33 238 515 786 
Percentage of unmined area in: 
Cropland 58 21 24 29 
Open land pasture 35 66 48 54 
Brush and timber 4 6 3 5 
Waste 3 7 25 12 
Percentage of mined area: 
Used for pasture 17 45 15 31 
Waste land 83 55 85 69 
Average acres in individual 
tracts in particular uses: 
Cropland 38 30 15 26 
Pasture (unmined) 24 90 30 47 
Pasture (strip mined) 2 17 2 7 
Woods and brush 2 8 2 4 
Waste land (unmined) 2 10 17 11 
Vvaste land {stri:R mined) 10 20 15 15 
The averate amount of cropland per strip-mined tract was 30 acres in 
Harrison as com:rared with 15 acres in Jefferson; a difference due mainly to 
a few relBtively large farms in Harrison. The percentage of urunined area 
used for crops was 21 percent in Harrison and 2L, percent in Jefferson, 
Although Columbiana has considerable part-time farming within the county 
it is not predominately on strip-mined holdings. This is probably due to 
the fact that in most instances, strip mining in Columbiana county usually 
has involved only a few acres on individual farms. Likewise, the amount of 
cropland still available on the average strip-mined farm is relatively high, 
38 acres, or 58 percent of the total unmined area of the average holding. 
Compared with Harrison and Jefferson counties, Columbiana has less rough and 
broken lands with much land being only slightly rolling and quite suitable 
for crop production. 
In one county, Columbiana, considerable information on the quality of 
land involved in strip-mine operations has been recently assembled. Land 
in this county has been classified into three distinct groups by the Land 
Use Planning Committee: 
19. 
(1) Land which is suited to agriculture and having no serious erosion 
problems. 
(2) Land which is suited to agriculture although having serious 
erosion problems. 
(3) Land not suited to agriculture. 
On the basis of soil, slope and erosion, Columbiana County has more 
land suited to agriculture than Harrison or Jefferson while it has propor-
tionately less of such land than Mahoning and Stark counties. No one can 
be certain what quality lands may be utilized for agriculture in the future. 
But in view of present trends in use and abandonment, it is estimated that 
at least 75 percent of all strip mining in eastern Ohio ¥.rill be confined to 
areas where the land is poorly adapted to future agricultural use. 
Table 6.- LOCATION OF PRESENT SPOIL-BANK AHEAS AND AH.'AS LEASED .F'OR 
FUTURE STR.IP-MU.TE OPEEATIONS, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, 1940 
Areas suitable for agriculture 
having no sericus erosion 
Areas suitable for agriculture 
but having serious erosion 
Strip mining to 
date; spoil-bank Recorded leases; 
are as g_:L_g_e s en_'-t'--_f_u_t-=u--'r'--e,'-b-'a---'n_k---'s'---
Fercent Percent 
15 
ArfL~S not suitable for agricult.=..:u::..::r:...:e'-, __ 
Total 
49 
36 
100 
24 
25 
51 
100 
Source: Columbiana County Land Use Planning Committee and Fublic Records. 
Table 7 • ..,.. FOFuiJIER USE OF' STRIP-MINED LAND, ALEA SUI TEL 1-,ND 
U:~SUITED TO AGHICULTUEL, COLUMBIANA COUNTY, 1940 
Forn. Land Use 
Cropland 
Pasture 
Woods and waste 
Total ~-----
Strip-Mined Lands In Strip-Mined Lands In 
_l.gric_ul turg],J]'ea _ _Non-a.g:ricul tural Area 
____ F_e_:r:s;~gt ____________________ -=P--=e=--=r-=c,-'e-=n-=-t'----
62 
32 
6 
100 
45 
22 
33 
100 
Source: Columbiana County Land Use Planning Committee. 
Table 8.- COMI'AHISON OF LAND USE ON 76 STRIP-MINED TE.ACTS WITH THE 
AVERAGE LAND USE IN 1929 and 1934, COLUMBIANA, HARRISON, 
AND JEFFEHSON COU~'JTIES, 1940 
---------- County 
Columbiana Harrison Jefferson 
(acres) (acres) (acres) 
Average size farm for county, 1929 79 119 lll 
Average size farm for county, 193/+ 69 121 94 
Average size strip-mined tract, 1940 78 175 81 
Cropland, average farm, 1929 40 36 37 
Cropland, average farm, 1934 36 
Cropland, strip-mined tracts, 1940 38 
32 29 
30 15 
Open pasture, average farm, 1929 16 
Open pasture, average farm, 1934 20 
64 43 
66 38 
Open pasture, strip-mined tracts, 1940 24 90 30 
Woods and other land, average farm,lf29 23 
Woods and other land, 2verage farm,19'4 23 
Woods and other land, strip-mined trac'fs,1940 16 
20 20 
21 27 
55 35 
20. 
---- ------· -------,.-Source: u. S. Farm Census; 1929, 1934; Survey of 76 Strip-Mined Tracts, 
1940. 
The comparisons in Table 8 indicate that the average farm in Columbiana 
County which has been strip mined still has as much cropland and pasture as 
the average fann in that county. However, in Harrison and Jefferson counties, 
the strip-mined tracts appear to have a deficiency in cropland and in 
Jefferson County a deficiency in pasture as well. In Harrison and Jefferson 
in _particular, strip mining contributes to a need for enlarging the remaining 
farm unit or for obtaining olltside employment as an alternative source of 
income .. 
Data presented in Table 9, page 21, shows in sununary fashion the results 
determined from the interviews and observations made on 76 strip-mined fanns 
in the Columbiana, Harrison, and Jefferson area in eastern Ohio. 
Relation of __ ,Strip Mining to People 
Strip mlnlng seldom destroys a tract so completely as to make human 
occupancy impossible; usually, more or less desirable building sites are 
left, or as was observed in Knox township, Jefferson County, dwellings may 
actually be constrllcted among the unleveled spoil banks~ This would in-
dicate that some people regard the older spoil banks as suitable home sites, 
It would thus be reasonable to expect these people to be rather complacent 
toward strip mining in general. As a matter of fact some farmers have 
21. 
Table 9.- SEVENTY-SIX TfJ\CTS OF STRIP-MII~ED LAJ.."D GROUPED .ACCOHDING 
TO THE JIJ110UNT OF lAND IN CROPS 
Individual tracts classified according to 
amount 
No land Some, 
in crops but 
except less 
home than 
garden 5 acres 
Number of tracts 
Average total acres per 
tract 
Estimated percentage 
of family income 
from agriculture 1./ 
Condition of buildings: 
House: good - no. 
fair - no. 
poor - no, 
Barn: good - no, 
fair - no. 
poor - no, 
Other buildings: 
good - no. 
fair - no. 
poor - no .. 
Quality of land, unmined 
10 
33 
12 
3 
1 
6 
0 
3 
5 
0 
2 
7 
area: good - acres 0 
fair - acres 1 
poor - acres 27 
Slope of land, unmined area: 
level - acres 0 
gently rolling-acres 7 
rolling-acres 13 
steep - acres 8 
Area in spoil banks - acres 5 
1/ Exclusive of the value of housing. 
9 
22 
23 
l 
6 
2 
l 
4 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
3 
13 
0 
4 
8 
4 
6 
of land in crops 
5-9 10-19 20-29 30-49 50 Total 
acres acres acres acres acres or 
6 
82 
35 
1 
3 
2 
0 
l 
3 
l 
0 
5 
0 
6 
57 
0 
4 
31 
28 
19 
or aver-
more age 
12 10 ll 18 76 
67 137 110 222 110 
64 70 84 89 60 
4 
6 
2 
0 
4 
6 
l 
3 
8 
3 
20 
31 
6 
19 
12 
17 
13 
5 
4 
1 
2 
5 
3 
l 
3 
6 
5 
32 
63 
2 
14 
45 
39 
37 
4 
6 
1 
3 
7 
l 
0 
7 
4 
10 
44 
40 
5 
27 
29 
33 
16 
11 
5 
2 
7 
9 
2 
0 
11 
6 
24 
75 
81 
7 
48 
74 
51 
42 
29 
31 
16 
13 
33 
22 
3 
27 
37 
8 
33 
47 
4 
23 
34 
27 
22 
22. 
demonstrated a similar ootJli .. :acency despite the fact that land often needed for 
crops is destroyed by the mining process. This attitude was explained by 
two farmers who said that there was already so much idle land in their neigh-
borhood that it was of little consequence if a few more acres were destroyed. 
Other farmers deplore the destruction and favor restrictions on strip mining. 
As has been t'reviously indicated a source of outside income often be-
comes necessary when tracts are strip mined to any great extent. A consid-
erable proportion of the householders living on the strip-mined tracts in-
dicated that a share of tLeir living was obtained from outside sources. This 
situation is the result of various employment opportunities in the vicinity. 
Drift and sl:aft mines are scattered all through the strip-mine region giving 
employr;J.ent to truck drivers, miners, etc. Urban industries along the Ohio 
Hiver draw some of their labor from this region since the local demand for 
labor by farmers is so small that surplus labor must go to near-by urban 
areas to find work. Families usually continue to live in the strip-mining 
a~e,however, because transportation and housing are relatively cheap. It 
is in:portant to recognize that strip mining is only one of several factors 
contributing to the increase in part-time farming and the pursuit of non-farm 
occupations by residents of strip-mined areas. 
As classified in Table 10, 41 percent of the heads of households was 
employed in agriculture as compared with 26 percent employed as miners, and 
16 percent employed in industry. The number dependent upon work relief was 
only 6 percent. 
Table 10.- PHINCIPAL OCCUPATION OF HEADS GF HOUSEHOLDS LIVING ON 
76 STRIP-MINED TRACTS IN COLm,:BIANA, HARElSON AND 
JEFFEHSON COUNTIES, 1940 
Total, all three 
Principal 
occupation 
__ __::;C...:;:o..::u.n:.:.t..::..Y...........,_ ____ counties 
Columbiana Harrison Jefferson ( Nur~ber) (Percent) 
----~--------~------~--~------~ 
Farm operator 
i\:iner 
Industri8l worker 
Day laborer 
Truck and bus driver 
Work relief 
13 
3 
2 
2 
10 
8 
4 
.3 
2 
1 
9 
9 
6 
l 
4 
Total 20 29 29 
y' Seventy-eight households occupied the 76 tracts. 
32 
20 
13 
5 
.3 
5 
781[__ 
41 
26 
17 
6 
4 
6 
100 
An effect of strir mining is to create a rxcriod of instability in 
community life because persons who lease or sell their land for strip-
rni.ning purposes often move to new locations, being rEplaced in some cases 
by persons who have more intE::rest in mining and industry than in agriculture. 
Some measure of this is indicbted by the fact that 59 percent of the occu-
pants of strip-mined lands were obtaining a substantial sbar<3 of their in-
come from non-farm sources. This situation, it has beEcn pointed out, is 
not entirely the rt:.sult of strip mining, because much of the land involvod 
is not suitable for commercial agriculture. 
Table 11.- HEADS OF HOUSEHOLDS, CLASSIFIED liCCGRDING TO LENGTH OF 
RESIDENCE IN PRE.ScliJT LOCATION, 53 STRIP-MINED TF'JiCTS, 
HARFJ:SON AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES, 1940 1/ 
23. 
Length of Residence Harrison Jefferson Total 
(Year.s) number number number percent 
-~--· ---·------
Less than 5 10 11 21 40 
5 9 4 3 7 13 
10 - 19 4 7 11 21 
20 or more 6 8 14 26 
Total". 24 29 53 100 
1/ Data not obtained for Columbiana County. 
It was found in Harrison and Jefferson Counties that of 53 families 
living on tracts of land which had been strip mined, 21 farpilies (40 percent) 
had lived in their present location less than., 5 years as compared vd. th 14 
families (26 percen~ whidl. had lived in their present location 20 years or 
longer. A number of the new residents (14 percent) were foreign born. For 
the most part these were miners attempting to supplement uncertain income 
by part-time farming. 
Son'ie Physical Limi ta.tions on the Use of Spoil Banks 
The future utilization of this land is a controversial issue because 
up to the present time, no use has been successful enough to definitely point 
the way. In fact so many conditions exist that r:robably no single use will 
prove equally satisfactory for the following reasons, 
(1) The depth of strip mining.- When only a few feet of earth are 
turned ~ide·down the ground ma~ not be left in an extremely 
rough condition. The vertical d1.stance from the bottom of hollows 
to ridge tops may be only 3 to 6 feet and this difference is less-
ened by the forces of erosion and soil settling. Vegetation can 
gain a foothold under these circumstances with relative rapidity 
and future use for forestry and even pasture holds some promise. 
As the depth of mining increases the practical possibility for 
these uses diminishes. 
(2) The character of the subsoil. - The practical use which can be made 
of spoil banks also depends on the character of the geological 
formations overl;ying the coal. Because these formations are fairly 
uniform, some indication of the possible future use of these lands 
can be obtained by determining which vein of coal is strip mined 
in an area. It must be understood that in the disposal of the 
overburden all soil stratifications are broken up and indiscrirnin-
ately mi'J@d. On the otLer hand the stratum immediately over the 
coal tends to be on the surface and what was once surface material 
tends to be on the bottom of the heap. 
Coal i~easure 
(Sean number) 
No. 9 
No. 8 
No. 7 
No. 6 
No. 5 
Table 12.- COFPOSITIO!i OF THE OVERBUPJlEN ABOVE COAL MEASURES 1NHICH 
HAVE BEEN E Tt-;JP I, II-JED Il'J SIX EASTEF..N OHIO COUNTIES 
Average y disi~an.ce to 
the coal sea~ above 
(feet) 
(highest sea.11) 
80 
400 
92 
24 
Location of 
strip mining 
____(g_?unty) 
harrison ?} 
Harrison 
Jefferson 
Columbiana 
Colwnbiana 
Stark 
Tuscarawas 
Colwnbiana 
Stark 
Mahoning 
Tuscarawas 
Composition of the first 50 to 75 feet of 
material above the coal seam 
Irnr;ediate cover of 20 feet or less of ~;:md.­
stone and shale vv'"ith some limest:me ~nd cal-
careous shale above. 
Im~ediate cover of from 5 to 10 feet of sand-
stone and shale, then 45 feet of limestone and 
marly shales and another 20 feet of sandstone 
and shale. 
Cover of about 25 feet of sandstJne and shale, 
then very thin deposits of limestone and about 
25 feet additional of sandstone and shale. 
Immediate cover of a few feet of marine shale, 
then 65 feet of sandstone and slnles with 
patches of thin coal and clay. 
The No. 5 coal is separated from the No. 6 vein 
by 4 to 5 feet of unsteady limestone and about 
20 feet of shales, clays, and thin coals. They 
are sometimes mined together in Qne operation. 
i/ Average as determined from the Geological Survey of Ohio. 
?:) Only a few acres strip mined on the ridge tops in southeastern part of the county. 
1\.) 
~ 
• 
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As a consequence, spoil banks with a top layer of slate and non-cal-
careous shale offer a poor opportunity for reclamation through the develop-
ment of a vegetative cover, for too little t;:ood parent material is suffic-
iently near the surface to build a productive topSoil. On the other hand 
spoil banks with a top layer of mixed limestone, calcareous marl and clay 
contain the raw matsrials which encourage the soil-building process. 
Spoil banks even in the same area vary considerably in the character 
of top material. But in general, the sharp division exists between those 
areas where the No. 8 (Pittsburg Coal) coal is mined and all other strip-
mine areas. ±/ _1.\t this point it need be explained tr,at the coal measures in 
Ohio are designated numerically, the deepest vein being number one, In the 
area studied the deepest vein of coal which is strip mined to any extent is 
No. 5; but on the northern margin of the strip-mine area, Mahoning County, 
this vein is sometimes erroneously designated as No. 3a. Moving to the south 
and southwest, in Stark county, veins 5 and 6 are being strip-mined; in 
Columbiana Nos. 5, 6, 7; in Tuscarawas No. 5 and 6; in Harrison and Jefferson, 
No. 8. It may be asked how can all tbese different veins of coal be near 
enough to the surface to be strip mined when thc:y exist in a· continuous vert-
ical series? The nason is that the earth's strata in this region are tilted 
to the south of east vdth an average declination of 35 feet per nule. But 
this average dip is not uniform being modified by anticlines which locally 
may even reverse the direction of dip. Due to this circumstance and also 
to variable thickness of most coal veins it is nr.:;cessary to verify the 
position and thickness of the vein before stripping by means of test drilling 
vrhich has become a standard practice. Formerly strip-mine operations were 
frequently failur,:;s financiolly because strippable coal was not present as 
anticipated. 
It has been mentioned that the presence of calcareous material such as 
limestone or marl is favorable to the development of a vegetative cover, The 
outstanding example of this effect is on the spoil bi::inl<S where the No. 8 coal 
has been strip mined. Within the first 50 feet over the No. 8 coal there 
exists from 30 to 40 feet of limestone and marly shale. Such spoil benks 
almost invariably have a pH of 7 or more vvhich indicates the presence 
of sufficient lime to grow leguminous plants such as clover and alfalfa. As 
a matter of fact nearly all spoil banks in Harrison and Jefferson counties 
are rapidly covered with sweet clover wherever this legume is sown and often 
eventually by natural seeding. In the course of this study alfalfa was 
found growing luxuriantly in three instances, twice in small patches and 
once in an area of one-half acre '."rhich was being harvested for hay, 
In contrast, the No. 7 coal is overlain with 25 fer~t of shale or sand-
stone followed by 2 feet of limestone, 5 feet of clay followed by 20 feet 
of shale and some thin veins of coal. 
The No. 6 coal is overlain by a 4 foot layer of rr.Rr:L.::'.e ::-1:-a~i.J which in 
some inst:mccs contains a fair supply of calcium. On c;l:h? , ·,,,, ::> :-:,,~nd little 
sweet clover is found grovd-ng on the spoil i.Janks in th::: 2 .~.-r] .. C:.-f;.- k: Valley 
of northe:r:: Tt~scarawas and southern Stark counties where t:,',f; Nc, 6 coal is 
being strip rrnned, which indicates that as a general rule this same shale 
cannot be depended on to supply the needed calcium. 
YThere is an exception to this rule: Some No. 9 coal has been strip mined 
in Belmont County and in areas of southern Harrison where two leases con-
template strip mining of the No, 9 coal, The nature of the overburden of 
No. 9 is intermediate between that of the No. 8 and Nos. 7, 6, and 5 coals. 
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The No. 5 coal which is strip mined to some extent in Columbiana County 
lies only 24 feet beneath the No.·6 vein, On some hill sides both veins are 
mined concurrently in the same operation. Just above the No. 5 vein an un-
steady stratum of limestone up to 4 feet in thickness may add a supply of 
calcium to the surface of spoil banks in some instances. ;V 
As a general conclusion only in case of the No. 8 coal is there enough 
calciurn in usable form present on the spoil banks to be an important factor 
in the reclamation of such land. In respect to all other veins enough cal-
cium i.s occasionally present to encourage the development of a cover of sweet 
clover but as a general rule the relatively barren appearance of the spoil 
banks even after a period of 10 to 20 years after the mining operations are 
completed sup~~rts the opinion that the building of a topsoil will be a 
matter of centuries rather than years or decades. 
RECLAMATION AND QSES_OF LAND IN SPOIL BANKS 
Whether or not spoil banks should be leveled to the original topography 
is a controversial issue at present. Casual consideration of the question 
may lead observers to conclud0 that leveling would not only reclaim the land 
and fit it for profitable future use, but also remove the unsightly and de-
rrcssing am:-carancc of such areas. On the other hand, individuals engaged 
in strip mining or owning such land point out the prohibitive cost of level~ 
ing. Otllc;r factors to consider are the questionable present value of such 
land though leveled, and the serious erosion problem which arises when a 
gr·?at der:th of loose earth is leveled off to a constant slope. 
Some leveling has been done and a few recorded leases provide for level-
ing at the option of the landowners. Unfortunately, such evidence is so 
scattered that no conclusions may be drawn from it alone. It has, however, 
been taken into account with all other available evidence which has been 
assembled in this report to show as far as possible the existing situation 
in respect to leveling, 
The cost of leveling was found to vary greatly with the location. Some 
leases in Mahoning and Stark counties contained a clause, optional with the 
landovrner, providing for a deduction in the royalty paid for coal ranging 
from 4 cents up to 10 cents per ton as a charge for leveling. This would 
amount to from 150 dollars to 600 dollars or more per acre depending upon 
;V One strip-mined tract in Fairfield Tow11ship, northeastern Columbiana 
County, has a luxuriant cover of sweet clover. 
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the yield of coal. In one case the m1.m.ng company agreed to level for a flat 
charge of 50 dollars per acre to be paid by the landowner. It is assumed 
that'in this particular case the mining company was sharing part of the ex-
pense of leveling. In another instance a farmer had himself leveled four 
acres in northeastern Columbiana. County at a cost of 180 dollars per acre. 
It should be emphasized tt.at these cases apply only to Columbiana, Stark and 
Mahoning counties. Miners and landowners alike stress the practical im-
possibility of leveling most of the spoil banks in Harrison and Jefferson 
counties where the No. 8 vein is covered with a thick stratum of limestone. 
This excessive amount of large rocks makes the exrense of leveling much 
greater. In a i'ew cases leveling can be done, however, and one farmer has 
partially leveled a bank using a team and ordinary farm equipment. It was 
his belief that all the banks on his farm could be sufficiently leveled by 
this means. His was not a typical situation because the banks were shallow 
as the result of working off the top cap of a hill. A few other similar 
situations exist in Harrison and Jefferson counties but the vast majority 
of spoil banks in this area are filled vvi th stone. 
The opinion is often expressed that mining companies should be required 
to level all land which they strip mine. It is assumed that this obligation 
could be legislated into being. It may be pointed out that regardless of 
such laws, in the long run the cost of leveling will finally fall on the land-
owner, either being deaucted through lowGr royalties, or lower purchase prices 
paid for coal-beartng lands. In case the land is already owned or leased 
by the mining comr:any the expense of leveling could not be shifted or escared. •. 
If such expense were prohibitive it would probably prevent a continuation of • 
mining operations. 
Strip-mine leases which have been recorded indicate a considerable range 
in the amount of royalty which is paid to the landowner. Aside from the 
variation due to bargaining it is obvious that several factors might affect 
the amount of royalty as for instance 1 the U.ickness of the overburden, the 
nature of the overburden (whether stone, shale, clay, etc.) the thickness 
of the vein of coal, its quality, its distance from market, and the probable 
size of the area which can be mined without costly movement of equipment. 
Royalty rates in individual recorded leases range from 5 cents to 35 cents 
per ton of coal mined with the majority specifying between 10 and 25 cents. 
As compared with these royalties, the deductions for leveling specified in 
a few leases range from 4 cents to 10 cents per ton. It is obvious that in 
some cases return from royalties might be entirely wiped out by the expenses 
of leveling, 
In Table 13, page 28, royalty rates as designated in leases in the 
various counties are given for both deep and strip mines. In most cases 
strip-mine royalties averaged higher than those for deep mines. This in-
dicates some probable cost advantage to the strip method of mining, 
To sum up, the chief practical objections to complete leveli.ng are as 
follows: 
(1) The excessive cost. 
(2) The serious erosion problem. 
(J) The absence of topsoil results in low productivity and 
low value land. 
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The question may be askedJ is it sound to spend hundreds of dollars per 
acre to level off spoil banks which when level cannot produce as much as the 
unmined land in the same neighborhood which can be purchased for 10 to 30 
dollars per acre? 
It should also be remembered that as a rule strip-mined tracts usually 
have less than 50 percent of their surface in actual spoil banks and the aver-
age for all tracts· is nearer 25 to 33 percent. ;V It would seem more pract-
ical to use some of the wealth made available by strip mining to improve the 
remaining unmined portion of each tract than to spend it to level the actual 
spoil banks. 
Table 1.3 .... ROYALTY RAT1S PER TON OF COAL, STRIP AND DEEP MINE LEASES 
RECOE.DED IN VAHIOUS COUNTI;;.,S, EAST,:~RN OHIO 
Cf;lllt:;l pe:r Ton 
County Strip Mines Drift and Shaft Mines 
Lowest nate H!ihest ,,Average1t ~2rest Rat• HiSh•at .A.ve~ale* 
Columbiana 8 25 15 2t 30 10 
Hardson 10 25 16 4 25 7 
Jefferson 5 15 10 3 30 14 
Mahoning 10 35 18 5 45 15 
Stark 6 25 15 6 32 17 
Tuscarawas 10 25 18 6 35 12 
-~1-Note: Averat;;e rate weighted by the acreage leased. 
Partial leveling of spoil banks by merely reducing the slopes to 20 
to .30 percent migbt be less exrensive and at the same time economically 
feasible. HoweverJ no actual demonstrations exist to indicate the cost of 
a minimum amount of leveling required to adapt spoil banks to some alter-
native use such as pasture, forestry or recreation. Experimental work is 
needed to determine the cost and success of partial leveling. 
ThreG main incentives have caused ·-laad,.owners to level strip-mined lands 
in the :;ast. First, the belief that by doing so such land could be reclaimed 
for profitable agricultural use; and second, to remove the unsightly spoil 
banks in the vicinity of buildings, based partly on aesthetic motives and 
partly on the belief that the value of the farm as a whole would be increased 
by at least the cost of leveling. Third, it was sometimes desired to fit 
lands for usE: as rr.sidcntial sites or for other urban uses, a situation which 
sometimes prevails on the edge of population centers such as East Canton in 
Stark County. 
Areas in spoil banks !lave in the past been used (when utilized at all) 
for three main purposes with only minor exceptions. So far the proposed 
future uses are still confined to these three main uses: pasture_, forestry, 
i/ Spoil banks and pits cover more area than the land actually mined because 
the earth from the first cut is piled on unmined land. 
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and a combination of wild life and recreation. !( It should be pointed out 
that the results already achieved with these three uses are not yet entirely 
conclusive. On the other hand these results in combination with the exper-
ience and judgement of specialists in agronomy, forestry and wild life do 
seem to help appraise the available opportunities and aid in weighing the 
relative merits of each. 
Pasture 
It was found that in Columbiana, Harrison, and Jefferson counties, an 
average of 31 percent of the spoil banks on the farms visited were being 
pastured. This did not necessarily mean that much forage existed even though 
livestock were permitted to range over the mined areas. In Columbiana County 
in particular, the scanty growth of forage on the spoil banks limits the 
carrying capacity to such a low number of animals that their use as pasture 
is of little importance. In Harrison and Jefferson counties a few farmers 
claimed that spoil banks when seeded to sweet clover had greater·carrying 
capacity than nearby badly depleted unmined lands. Evidence that this would 
remain the case over a long period of years was lacking, however, 
Professor D, R, Dodd, Pasture Specialist, The Agricultural Extension 
Service, Ohio State University, has observed the practice of pasturing strip-
mined lands for a number of years and his conclusions based on such observa-
tion can be stated as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
A satisfactory stand of sweet clover is not maintained under the 
prevailing pasture practices. 
The carrying capacity fluctuates widely from year to year and the 
pasturing season is abnormally short. 
The spoil banks are usually so rough that pasture improvement and 
maintainance by means of fertilizer, mo\ving, etc,, are impractical 
and as a consequence pasturing is an exploitative process which can 
only exhaust the land rather than rebuild it, 
Pasturing retards the process of soil building so ti:.at spoil banks 
tend to become piles of rock ·and shale with the finer soil particles 
completely eroded from the surface of the steep slopes, 
A thin stand of bluegrass may eventually develop on the top of 
spoil bank ridges and in the bottom of depressions but almost never 
enough to mako fair quality pasture. Much of the surface area of 
spoil banks will remain bare ground when pastured, 
A few losses of livestock result from falling from the high banks, 
It would seem clear that the future productive capacity of strip-mined 
lands depends on the building of a topsoil, a process which took nature 
thousands of years in the case of the original soil buried by the strip-mining 
process. To expect spoil banks to be completely regenerated in the space of 
a few short years is probably an extravagant hope; but some things can be 
done which will speed up the process of soil building. Forestry in particular 
has an essential place in this reclamation process, 
j]Enough evidence exists to suggest that fruit production on a small scale 
is practical on spoil banks. In several instances peach trees have made 
a satisfactory yield and a good growth of wood, A few apple trees, not 
yet in bearing, showed satisfactory growth, and one small vineyard was 
producing well, Fruit production on a commercial scale is not possible 
without partial leveling of spoil banks because they are generally too 
rough to use power-spraying equipment. · 
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Forestry 
It must be admitted that attempts to grow a crop of merchantable timber 
on spoil banks immediately after the mining operations were completed has so 
far been unsuccessful in eastern Ohio, On the other band, the growth of trees 
to date has been a fj_rst step toward fitting the ground for a more valuable 
crop of trees to follow. 
In most cases no artificial plantings of trees have been made, but 
natural seeding has been very rapid in some instances while in others it has 
been almost entirely lacking. 
An appraisal of the reforestation process on spoil banks has been made 
by Mr. R. R. Paton, Department of Forestry, The Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station in conjunction vvith this study in Harrison and Jefferson counties. 
Mr. Paton comments as follows: 
11 There is a widely accepted theory among land economists, farmers, forest-
ers and others that the only logical solution to the rehabilitation of spoil 
banks is to return them to forests. This theory is premised on several fac-
tors; the rugged character of the land renders tilling permanently impossible; 
the disturbance of the soil structure and loss of topsoil makes any but very 
extensive pasturing imrrediatcly and perhaps r-.--ermanently out of the question; 
and the distribution of the areas stripped lowers the value and utility of 
adjacent, unstripped land. 
The apparent loss of any possible agricultural use of the soil leaves, 
by elimination, only forest use of the land, assuming that some use should be 
made of all land. The question then, is how possible is it to return these 
areas to forE:sts, and what mEthods are necessary to achieve this result? 
The oldest spoil banks in this region are 25 years old and there are 
several of this approximate age. Tvvo of these were examined to determine to 
what extent natural seeding of tree species was taking place. 
The first one from a distance gives the appearance of restocking satis-
factorily for it has a stand of trees over much of the area, heavy in some 
spots end thin or absent in otLers. This stand of trees proved to be the 
Chinese Tree of Heaven, Ailanthus g;landulosa, a species which is very diffi-
cult to eradic<ilte once established, and which may_ prevent the growth of more 
valuable species. At present it has no commercial use, although there is 
some possibility that it might be used for wood pulp. 
Trees of all ages of this species were found up to 12 inches in diameter 
at stump height and 25 to 30 feet in total height, and bearing heavy crops 
of seed. How the original trees came into the area is unknown, although 
the species is widely distributed in the cities of this region. 
This species was found over the entire area on this stripping operation, 
with stands v2rying from thin or entirely absent on the west slopes to very 
dense (15,000 per acre) on north and east slopes. 
Other species found on this area were very scarce and found almost ex-
clusively on the lower slopes and in the bottoms, Where the ailanthus was 
dense no other species were found. The following species were observed: 
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Wild cherry. All were small up to 2 - J inches in diameter and very 
scattering, not over 20 - JO per acre. 
Elms, chiefly red elm. All small, up tt'l 2 - J inches in diameter, not 
over 10 per acre. These were restricted to the foot of the slopes in 
all cases. 
White ash. The same as elm. 
Hawthorn. ·very few and less than linch in diameter. 
Hard maple. Only one found. and that was in the bottom of a draw. Bushy 
formed tree, 20 feet high, 5 inches in diameter. This tree had no 
ailanthus under its crown, although immediately beyond there was a heavy 
growth of it. 
Smooth sumac. Only one or two per acre. 
The slor;es were sodded, on the east exposures more densely than on the 
west, and there was very little washing taking place. One east slope had a 
very definite topsoil beginning to form, perhaps one-half inch in depth. 
Bluegrass, sweet clover, dandelions, wild carrots, and other weeds formed a 
good sod here. There were no tree species here aside from ailanthus which 
in this case was not dense-
This area had better than average opportunity for seed from native trees. 
There is a semi-mature mixed hardwood stand J00-400 yards to the west with 
prevailing westerly winds. Wind-borne seeds (ash, elm, maple) should be avail-
able over much of the area. Bird-borne seeds too should be fairly plentiful, 
including cLerry, dogwood, sumac, hawthorn, wild apple, and elder. It is 
apparently not the lack of seed as much as site conditions which are proving 
to be the limiting factor. 
Another portion of this area had an outside bank (the first or "outside 11 
bank in a strirped area is conspicuously more fertile than the 11 inside11 banks) 
with a north exposure. At the foot, on undisturbed soil, there were some 
butternuts, red oak, hawthorn, cherry, and wild apples, some of them seed 
bearing size; but on the slope, with the exception of a very few hawthorn 
on the lower slopes, ailanthus was the only tree species found. A fairly 
good sod indicated a moderately fertile soil here. 
Another area of spoil banks, also about 25 years old, was examined 
several miles away. Here a portion of the area had be::n pastured for several 
years and the balance not at all. The entire area had been seeded with sweet 
clover shortly after the stripping operations ceased" 
The pastured area had practical1y no tree growth and the sod was becoming 
thin, while the protected area had some tree growth and a fair sod. 
The tree growth here was predominantly elm, chiefly white elm, with only 
a few cherries, >vild apples, and hawthorns, totalling perhaps 100 stems per 
acre. There was no ailanthus in this area. 
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One portion of this area had tbe banks piled closer so that the gullies 
between them were much shallower and the area some-what less rugged, Here 
the elms were more numerous, possibly 150-200 per acre, but they were restrict-
ed to the bottoms of the gullies, and there was no tree growth on the upper 
third of each bank. There vvas a definite indication tmt.v.rith a reduction 
in slope and an increase in moisture there should be an increase in tree 
species. 
Artificial planting of spoil banks: 
A number of plantations of black locust were examined in this region, all 
of ~~1ich could be classified as failures due to the locust borer (Cyllene 
robinia). In most cases, no merchantable posts were produced, and breakage 
and mortality were high in all cases, Very little reproduction of other tree 
species was found under these plantings, although locust sprouts were usually 
common. 
Only one planting of pine (red pine in this case) on spoil banks is known 
in either Harrison, Jefferson or Belmont County, and it is young (planted in 
193'7) and planted on an outside bank. Survival is good and growth average, 
but the trees are too young to warrant any final decision. 
Conclusions: 
The two areas examined intensively and others less carefully, and obser-
vations made on other occasions in connection with a survey of forest plan-
tations, lead me to make the following tentative conclusions: 
Natural seeding of the spoil banks in their present steep condition is 
going to be unsatisfactory in anything less than 50-100 years. Tllis is due 
apparently to the lack of moisture as well as fertility, and these conditions 
will change very slowly, 
Artificial planting of Ue areas is suggested, but past results 'Nith 
locust havG not been successful and the predominance of lirnestone in the 'Soil 
may preclude the success of conifers. Conclusions cannot be drawn as to this 
as yet. 
Leveling of the areas sor,ewhat to incn'ase the water penetration will 
likGly increase the likelihood of tree growth. This is inportant too from 
the vie-wpoint of log[ ing the areas if and when DCII'mal forests a.re -...established. 
Natural leveling is not taking place. Slopes as steep as 100 per cent 
are not washing notic:eably and no gullies were seen which were caused by 
erosion. 11 
Wild Life and Recreation 
Conservationists recognize the opportunities v1hich some strip-mined 
lands hold for development as wild life and recreational areas. Interest 
in this re2.pect naturally centers in those areas wLere relatively large 
blocks of land have been strip-mined as in Harrison and Jefferson counties. 
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_ : Wild life and recreation can be aprropriately associated with reforesta-
tion which accomplishes· the threefold purpose of rebuilding a t~psoil, acting 
as a nurse crop for future wood production even if the first planting can not 
be so utilized, and supplying the cover and food necessary for wild life. De-
velopments up to the present time have demonstrated that wild animals native 
to eastern Ohio thrive in a spoil-bank habitat when a vegetative cover of 
herbaceous and woody plants has developed to afford food and shelter. In 
respect to the food supnly it can also be suggested that some experimental 
work is needed to demonstrate what plants can be used to best advantage. The 
ease with which sweet clover can be grown on some spoil banks indicates that 
possibly a combination of leguminous plants would supply a constant source 
of food for both animals and birds. 
In several cases lando~ners have stocked with fish the waters accumu-
lated in strip-mine pits. The success of this depends upon :peveral factors: 
(l) Some circulation of water is desirable to keep down the concentration 
of minerals seeping from the coal vein; also, the coal vein must be 
completely covered with water to prevent oxidation of sulphur or 
other toxic elements. 
(2) Covering the vein completely with earth halts undesirable seepage. 
(3) A certain amount of vegetation growing in the water is necessary 
to sustain other forms of aquatic life, 
(4) As a rule mine pits near the bottom of hills afford better water 
supply and offtlr better Cf.ances of success with fish than those 
located near the hilltops. Compared with the potential capacity, 
the present fishing facilities furnished by stocked mine pits are 
relatively unimportant. In Table 14 a classification is given 
of mine-pit waters in respect to their apparent suitability as a 
habitat for fish. It is interesting that such waters were present 
on about one-half of the strip-mined tracts and that one-half the 
ponds contained water that was reasonably fresh, 
Table 14.- NUMBER AND CONDITION OF STRIP-lHNE PONDS, 76 FAFJVlS, 
COLUMBIANA, HARRISON AND JEFFEESON COUNTIES, 1940 
Number of ponds 
Not suitable for fish at present 
Suitable for fish but not stocked 
Stocked with fish 
35 
17 
12 
6 
Numbs r of ponds 
Water toxic or stagnant 
Water frc:sh seasonally 
Water fresh (spring fed) 
35 
17 
4 
14 
Fire control is needed.- Some farmers consider it inadvisable to go 
to the trouble and expense of developing a heavy vegetative cover on spoil 
banks as a process of reclamation because of frequent damage by fires, In 
their view the vegetation had better be pastured than burned off. Uncon-
trolled hunting and trespassing by irresponsible persons is an important 
factor in this situation. Fire control is unquestionably an essential 
feature of any comprehensive plan of reclamation of strir;-mined areas, 
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The extent to which all strip-mined lands can be utilized for forestry, 
wild life, and recreation is as yet largely undetermined. No practical doubt 
exists that such uses are feasible where large holdings of land have been 
mined out and the unmined portions of such tracts also abandoned for agri-
cultural use. In such instances no competivl'l uses bar the development of 
reforestation and wild life. Public own•rship in the general interest of 
the community appears a satisfactor,y solution under the above circumstances 
in order to obtain effective reforestation and conservation and the greatest 
benefit to the mQst people. Some tracts have been acquired by indi vj_duals 
and clubs for use as private recreational areas from which the public is 
excluded. 
On the other hand, where the unmined part of the land is still being 
used for agriculture, private ownership will persist and the process of re-
clamation is influenced and complicated by the uses of the adjacent unmined 
land. Individual owners often are interested in converting mine pits into 
fish ponds and in reforesting of spoil banks as some have done, which ind-
icates that private efforts at reclamation on sn:all tracts would more or less 
parallel reclamation developments on larger tracts, But the need for pasture, 
the Jack of capital, etc., retards reclamation rreasures by individual farrrers; 
particularly when the rresent owner-occupants have boutLt strip-mined tracts 
after minint, operations have been terminated, Some such owners have indicated 
a willingness to cooperate with public agencies in a program of reclamation. 
This raises the question of how reclan.ation should be achieved. 
Several methods intended to sreed the process of reclamation have been 
suggested: (1) Require strip-mine operators to level tt,e land after the coal 
is removed. The objections to complete leveling have already been enumerated. 
(2)ftequire strip-mine operators to reforest at least as much land as has been 
strip mined. This would not necessarily be the mined-out land but preferably 
land at least adjacent to the sroil banks. As a practical matter, the unmined 
land will give a greater immediate return than the spoil banks for a given 
expenditure and should receive perhaps a major share of the reclamation 
effort. (.3) Collection of a small tax, perhP.ps one cent per ton of coal mined, 
and use of the proceeds by the State in the reclamation work. 
The above suggestions raise some important questions of public policy. 
In the first place,_ shculd land spoilation by strip mining be singled out for 
special attention when tLe future productive capacity of thousands of acres of 
land is being destroyed by methods of agriculture which create excessive 
erosion and land abandonment or when the ruthless cutting of timber may 
terminate income for generations? These three examples of exploitation differ 
in degree ratter than in kind. Strip mining is the more srectacular and 
tLurefore attracts more attEmtion and concern. Strip mi.ning converts a 
natural resource into a large amount of usable weRlth, ~5,000 to '*10,000 or 
more gross for each acr(3 torn ur. The royalty paid to land mvners is rough-
ly a measure of the economic, or exchan~:;e value, of the land 1 s contribution to 
the total; this royalty will range a~,proximately from d!-150 up to $1,500 per 
acrG. Viewed from the standpoint of the genE:ral social good, land which 
has yielded this much wealtL has earned a rest of 50 to 100 years before 
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society can justly say that it is an unprofitable burden whichshould be 
avoided. The above line of reasoning is contingent on the assumption that 
the benefits are realized by society, not r;onfined to a few individuals and 
not dissipated but added to the aggregate fund of capital which society has 
accumulated through the years. 
The real burden growing out of strip mining falls on the individual and 
the community after the land is torn up. This raises a question of indirect 
costs, social costs for which there is no well defined monetary measure. But 
here again it need be pointed out that destruction of tf,e topsoil by erosion 
when wise use would save it or the complete cutting of timber instead of 
selective cutting, is creating the same problem in the seme communities 
affected by strip min.ing. 
But the argument can also be raised: Do two (or three) wrongs make a 
right? Each land-use problem has its appropriate solution or method of 
attack. Therefore, tbe y:roblem of reclamation of strip-mined lands should 
be attacked by methods which offer some opportunity for success, leaving the 
other above mentioned difficulties to be met by devices which are already 
functioning to develop more satisfactory utilization and conservation of our 
la.nd resources. The above discussion is intended to point out some pros and 
cons of a situation whicrt need be met by the development of an appropriate 
public policy through the crystallization of public opinion. 
~UMTLARY AND CONCLUSION~ 
Since 1913, coal has been strip-mined at some time or other in 2!, Ohio 
counties. In 1939, 19 percent of all coal produced in Ohio was strip mined, 
and 90 percent of this amount came from seven counties. In descending order 
of production, these were Jefferson, Harrison, Stark, Columbiana, Mahoning, 
Tuscarawas, and Carroll. Jefferson and Harrison produced one-half of the 
State total. 
From the standpoint of land use, present and future, the ultimate extent 
of strip mining is of prime importance, because conventional uses of the land 
surface are terminateci and the uses of adjacent areas are affected. In the 
six counties producing the mDst strip-mined coal in 1939, it was determined 
that over 20,000 acres have been leased for stripping in the past 20 years, 
and that nearly 42,000 acres are owned in fee simple by mining companies, 
partly for stripping and partly for underground mlmng. Since only about 
one-rourth of the average tract is strip ~ined, it is estimated that 7,800 
acres have been mined out cmd that eventually a minimum of 13,000 and a 
maximum of 18,000 acres will be stripred. Jl.bout one --half this total will be 
in a nearly contiguous area in Jefferson and H<HTison counties; the other 
half is scattered over so much territory that no individual community will 
be so definitely affected. 
The effects of strip minir:g on the tax system are twofold: First there 
is a period of exr:;rnsion due to the tax yield from increased coal valuations, 
machinery, and equipment. Second, when the coal is exhausted, valuations of 
land will decrease so that local government will not benefit much from 
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taxes on strip-mined land, and tax delinquency will increase because some 
tracts vdll yield little or no current income. The second effect is now 
operating to sorte extent. Some 10,000 acres of coal lands in Harrison 
County showed a 53 percent loss in tax valuation from 1918 to 1937, as com-
pared with a loss of 28 percent on all rural lands in the county. In Jeffer-
son, over 9,000 acres of coal lands lost 62 percent; all rural land, lJ per-
cent. Serio1.1s t.s.x delinquency has not developed so far in strip-mined areas. 
The utilization of strip--mined tracts of la.nd forms a variable pattern 
depending on the extent of stripping; the location, quality, and topography 
of the unmined land; and whether or not the spoil banks seriously isolate 
unmined parts of' the tract. Some full-time farms remain full-time farms; 
some are reduced to part-time farms; some are used for residential purposes 
only; and on some, all conventional uses are abandoned. Some modifications 
of the pattern are: the consolidation of strip-mined tracts with adjacent 
tracts, subdivision into srrall tracts for residential purposes or part-time 
farms, and, in a few instances, purchase or lease of the land for recreational 
purposes. Where agricultural use is abandoned, reforestation of unmined land 
a.nd spoil banks has o~curred in some places, Some mine pits are utilized 
as fishponds. 
It was found that the occupants of strip-mined tracts differed widely 
in their degree of dependence on the land. Of the heads of such households, 
41 percent were farm operators, as a principal occupation; 26 percent miners; 
17 percent industrial workers; b percent laborers; 4 rercent truck and bus 
drivers; and 6 percent were de;.endent on work relief. Strip mining is but 
on~ factor in this situation, because an estimated ?5 percent of strip-mined 
land is in areas poorly adapted to agriculture, 
Strip mining contributes to a period of instability in community life, 
because persons who lease or sell land for strip mining often move to new 
locations and are replaced to some ex:tent by persons having more interest in 
industry and mining than in agriculture. 
Some distinct physical limitations apply to the future use of spoil 
banks, because the land surface is so rough and broken. The depth of mining 
ranges from a minimum of about 10 to a maximum of about ?0 feot, The deeper 
the mining, the steeper the spoil banks, ·1v.hich occasionally have a slope 
of 100 percent and often stabilize after slipping and settling to a slope of 
60 percent. This slope is too steep for satisfactory permanent use as 
pasture, and forest production for commercial uses would encounter excessive 
logging costs. 
The character of the subsoil on or near the surface of spoil banks 
determines tbe raridity with which a rLw vegetative cover develops and 
starts the formation oi' a topsoil. In general, where the No. 8 vein of 
coal is strip mined, an abundant supply of calcium a.nd a fair supply of 
phosphorus and potash are present. Spoil banks from all other veins of 
coal strip mined in eastern Ohio are usually low in phosphorus and potash 
and with a few exceptions are low in calcium. The most extensive contig-
uous areas strip mined are No, 8 coal. 
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Complete leveling of spoil banks is very costly and cannot be justified 
except for residential or urban purposes based on site value. The limited 
amount of complete leveling which has been done or contracted for indicates 
that the costs will usually range from $150 per acre to $600 per acre or 
more.. Complete leveling to the original topography is conducive to serious 
erosion on hillsides. Experimental work on partial leveling is needed to 
determine whether it also is too costly when measured by reclamation 
benefits, 
Three uses for spoil banks in eastern Ohio have been developed suffic-
iently to indicate some possible methods of utilization. On tracts still 
occu.r-ied and with some unmined land still used for agricultural purposes, 
it was found that spoil banks were pastured in about one-third of the 
tracts. Most pasturing is on spoil banks which have developed a cover of 
sweet clover, which in time is usually followed by a thin stand of bluegrass. 
The amount of forage produced ranges from abundant to very scanty, depending 
on the quality of soil and methods of management. As a general rule, pastur-
ing spoil banks retards the development of a topsoil and is purely an ex-
ploitative process, as the land is so steep and broken as to prevent pasture-
manag9r.1ent practices such as mowing and fertilization. 
Because of the extremely rough topography, spoil banks are better adapted 
to growing trees than pasture, and a forest cover aids in developing a top-
soil. Past results indicate that the first forest growth on spoil banks can 
hardly be counted on to produce a crop of marketable timber but will serve 
to fit the land for clhax species of more value. In the meantime, the 
cover of herbaceous and woody plants affords food and shelter for wild 
animals and birds. 
Spoil banks with a well developed vegetative cover are a sufficiently 
favorable habitat for wild life to be considered as desirable recreational 
ar,;as. Also, mine pits filled with fresh water are suitable for fish. Use 
of strip-mined land to surply hunting and fishing does not conflict with 
reforestation and these companion uses appear most suitable, 
When in large contiguous holdings, strip-mined lands could be advantage-
ously managed as publicly ovmed recreational areas. Small isolated holdings 
can be used in the same manner by individuals. A plan for reforestation of 
spoil banks <md adjacent unmined land not suited to agriculture is needed 
in order to cugment the dwindling land resources of the communities where 
strip mining exists. 
It should be recognized that strip mining is but one of several causes 
of the depleted land resources in these areas. Soil erosion and depletion 
caused by poorly adapted methods of agricultu.re and the clean cutting of 
timber on lands suitable only for forest production have caused the income-
producing capacity of the land to be destroyed on more acres than has strip 
mlnlng. These difficulties each need to be met by an appropriate method 
of attack, which can be carried into effect only after a suitable public 
policy has been developed by the crystallization of public opinion. 
Appendix Table~ 1.- PH0DiJCTICN Of COAL BY STRIP ~liNING, I!illiVIDUAL COUNTI.ES, OhiC_, 1914-1939 
(T.:ms of Coal Produced) 
County . 1914 : 1915 . 1916 . 1917 : 1918 . 1919 1920 : 1921 : 1922 . 1923 . . . . . . . 
Carroll . 4,477 : ---- . ---- : 1,;56 : ---- : 
--
: 
---
. 3,500 . 
--
. 
--
. . . 
·• . . . Jefferson :136,969 : 2o8,285 :429, llO.: 767 ,f..45 :1,807,283 : 890,573 :1,623,948 : 446,220 :1,046,221 : 986,153.: Tuscarawas : 
---- : 23,449 : 3o,83C : 44,;:38 : 24,360 : 148,950 : 353,212 : 52,101 : 204,057 ~ 85,403 -: harrison . 
---- : ---- : 67,213 :286,S-87 : 487,665 : 404,977 : 665,627 : 441,090 :1,328,510 :1,093,905 . 
Columbiana : 
----
. 
---
. 
----
. 341 : 22,016 : 20,628 : 47,451 .: 43,838 : tl9,529 : 179,531 . . . Guernsey . 
--- : 
--
. 
--
: 15,L 51 ! 93,720 : 60,951 .. 86,206 : 60,250 : 15,610 : . .. . 
Jackson . --- . 
--
. 
--
: 1,L.57 : 4,055 : 110 : 
---
: 
---
: 
--
. 
--
. . . . . . 
Muskingum . 
---
. 
---
: 
---
. 100 : 35,827 : 33,411 : 133,193 : 19,449 .. : .EJ5,929 : 74,645 . . . 
Perry : 
---
. 
--
. 
---
:103,090 : 254,130 : 263,640 : 619,542 : 376,187 . 2-93,539 -: 431,803 -: . . . 
Stark : 
---
. 
--
. 
---
. 4,£02 : 1,136 : 25,205 : 1,150 : 655 . 1,149 : . . . . 
Belmont : 
----
. 
--
. 
--
. 
--
. 8, 732 ! 
-
: 116,844 : 16,398 . 56,629.: 93,246 : . . . . . 
Mahoning : 
----
. 
--
. 
---
: 
--
. 
--
. 
--
. 1,400 : 
-
. 
---
. 
--- ·: . . . . . . .. 
Wayne . 
---
. 
--
. 
--
. 
-
: 
---
: 
--
: 
--
: 
--
: 
---
. . . . . . 
Vinton . 
-
. 
---
. 
---
. 
---
: 
----
: --- . 10,200 : ---- . --- . ---- . . . . .. . . . 
Hocking . ---- . ---- : --- : ---- : ---- : -- : ---- : -- : . . 
Athens . --- ; --- . -- : 200 : ---- . -- : ---- .  . -. . 
Total :141,446 :29].,734 :533,153.-:1,225,967:2,798,924:1,848,445 :3,658,77.3 :1,460,092 :3,1?1..t.1'7,3 :2,944,686 
PLOJJUC'I'IOV OF COAL BY STHI'!= 1HNETG, INDIVIDUAL COUNTIES, OHIO, 1914-1939 
(Tons of Coal Produced) 
·---··-··---·--·--··--·-----------------------
County : 1924 : 1925 : 1926 : 1927 : 1928 : 1929 : 1930 : 1931 : 1932 : 1933 
------ ··--·---
Carroll : 47,756: 82,398 : 32,669 : 11,042 : ---- . ---- ; ---- : 3,745 : ---- : 5,294 
Jei'f'erson : 498,189: 43J,9?5 ~ 62.3,223 : 797,522 : o81 ... ,059 : 459,717 : 122,99.3 : 77,579 :112,191: 18,804 
Tuscarawas ; 39,232: 3~·,653 : 15,479 : l6,S>09 : 24,231 : 25,658 : 28,063 : 28,774 : 9,52P : 12,822 
harrison :l,J77,284:1,9:o,525 :1,522,567 :1,469,206 :1,294,859 :1,182,128 : 887,439 :682,757 :5]4,490 :731,544 
Colurnbiana : 49,179: ---- . ---- : ---- : ---- : --- : ---- : --- : ---- ; 9,300 
Guernsey : ---- : ---- : 12,600 : 20,212 
Muskingum : 8.3,G50; 42,29.3 : ---- : ---- : ---- : 4,295 : 92,932 :140,400 :127,850 :141,050 
Jackson : ---- : 247 : ---- : ---- : ---- ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : 4.3,348 
Perry : 296,364: Jt,B?O : 122,040 : 13,304 : 13,480 ; 95,147 : 10,316 : 6,626 : ---- : 26,554 
Stark : 5,337: 1~,637 : 13,202 : 16,427 : 11,267 : 7,043 : 11,288 : 7,331 : 4,919 : 3,538 
Belmont : 9,456: ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ----
Mahoning : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : 347 : 300 : ---- : 5,496 
Wayne : 1,488: 
Vinton : ---- : ---- : ---- : 130 : ----- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : 1,686 
Hocking : ---- : 23,781 : 15,878 : ---- : ---- : ---- : 1,561 : 750 
Athens : ---- : ---- : 107,650 : 42,127 : 9,103 : 5,159: 
Holmes : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : 1,483 : 1,761 
Coshocton : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : 7,500 
!~edina : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : ---- : --- :. --- : · 1, 663 
Total :2,407,935:2,6Ci,379 :2,465,308 :2,386,8?9 :2,036,999 :1,779,147 :1,154,939 :949,745 :790,739 :1,008,599 
PRODUCTION OF GOAL BY STFJ:P MINIHG, INDIVIDUAL COU1~TIES, OHIO, 1914-1939 
(Tons of Coal Produced) 
--· 
County : 1934 : 1935 : 1936 : 1937 : 1938 : 1939 
-----------Gal1ia . 
----
----
. 
-·-- --
. 20,834 
Carroll : 2.,747 : 5,740 : b, 63L~ : 26,852 : 62,082 : 117,064 Jefferson : Sl,573 : bl7,895 : 862,334 : 991, !/71 :1,220,940 :1,242,348 
Tuscarawas : 12,923 : 17,070 : 31,847 : 72,855 . 45,446 : 212,254 Harrison :592,052 : 691,916 : 040,699 : 524,755 : 246,093 : 632,104 
Columbiana : 27,878 : 125,777 : 262,337 : 120,310 : 132,852 : 394,363 
Guernsey 
Jackson : 90,240 : 188,785 : 97,610 : 76,085 : 80,045 : 5,397 
Muskingum :129,148 : 160,313 : 160,700 : 68,042 : 67,280 : 93,125 
Perry : .)7' 930 : 13,330 : 620 : ---- : 12,014 : 23,910 
Stark ; 54,958 : 117,820 : 185,266 : 196,338 : 238,?07 : 436,599 
Belmont : 
--
: 
---
: ---- : ---- : ---- : 69,344 
Mahoning : 
----
: 
----
: 
----
: 65,935 : 159' 539 : 358,402 
Wayne : ---- : 3,3?3 : 3,451 : 2,187 
Vinton : 66,720 : 59,348 : 54,364 : 51,774 : 33,047 : ?5,?50 
Hocking . 700 : 9,201 : 7,690 : 22,166 : 8,275 : 25,694 . 
Athens 
Holmes . 5,169 : 22,389 : 12,835 : 4,243 : 5,801 : 4,208 . 
Coshocton . ri ,161 : 21,324 : 14,6b1 : 12,423 : 20,854 : 13,691 . 
I edina . 2,254 : . 
Lawrence . 
---- : ---- . 824 . 1,064 : 707 : 969 . . . 
Washington : 
--
: ---- : 128 Portage : 
---
: ---- : ---- : ---- : 4,120 : 33,426 
Morgan : 
----
: 
---
: 
----
: 
----
: 186 
Total :1,141,453 :2,054,781 :2,342,000 :2,236,490 :2,399,390 :3,759,482*: 
* Preliminary 
Source: Ohio Department of Industrial Relations. 

